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The collide_ammo method (lines 259 to 264) is almost equivalent to the collide_
ammo method of the Fleet (lines 207 to 213). The only difference is that there is just 
one Shooter instead of a set of Invaders. And if the Shooter is hit, then the game is 
over and the message Game Over is displayed. The project method (lines 266 to 
273) extents (project) the touch coordinates to the border of the screen, so the Shot 
will continue its trajectory until the end of the screen and not stop exactly at the 
touch coordinate.

Invasion – moving the shooter with the 
keyboard
This section offers a second possibility of how to move the Shooter. If you don't have 
a multitouch device, you will need to use something else to control the position of 
the Shooter easily while you use the mouse to shoot. The following code presents 
fragment 1 (of 2) of main.py:

275. # File name: main.py (Fragment 1)
276. from kivy.app import App
277. from kivy.lang import Builder
278. from kivy.core.window import Window
279. from kivy.uix.floatlayout import FloatLayout
280. from kivy.uix.label import Label
281. from kivy.animation import Animation
282. from kivy.clock import Clock
283. from fleet import Fleet
284. from shooter import Shooter
285. 
286. Builder.load_file('images.kv')
287. 
288. class Invasion(FloatLayout):
289. 
290.   def __init__(self, **kwargs):
291.     super(Invasion, self).__init__(**kwargs)
292.     self._keyboard = Window.request_keyboard(self.close,  
       self)
293.     self._keyboard.bind(on_key_down=self.press)
294.     self.start_game()
295. 
296.   def close(self):
297.     self._keyboard.unbind(on_key_down=self.press)
298.     self._keyboard = None
299. 
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300.   def press(self, keyboard, keycode, text, modifiers):
301.     if keycode[1] == 'left':
302.       self.shooter.center_x -= 30
303.     elif keycode[1] == 'right':
304.       self.shooter.center_x += 30
305.     return True
306. 
307.   def start_game(self):
308.     label = Label(text='Ready!')
309.     animation = Animation (font_size = 72, d=2)
310.     animation.bind(on_complete=self.fleet.start_attack)
311.     self.add_widget(label)
312.     animation.start(label)

The code we just saw illustrates the keyboard event control. The __init__ 
constructor (lines 290 to 294) will request keyboard (line 292) and bind (line 293) the 
on_keyboard_down method to the press method. One important parameter of the 
Window._request_keyboard method is the method that is called on when keyboard 
is closed (lines 296 to 298). There are many reasons why this can happen, including 
when another widget is requesting it. The press method (lines 300 to 305) is the one 
in charge of handling the keyboard input, the pressed key. The pressed key is kept 
in the keycode parameter and it is used in lines 301 and 303 to decide whether the 
Shooter should move left or right.

The keyboard binding in the game is for testing purposes. If 
you want to try it on your mobile device, you should comment 
in lines 292 and 293 to deactivate the keyboard binding.

The line 294 calls the start_game method (lines 307 to 312). The method displays a 
Label with the text Ready! Notice that we applied Animation to font_size in line 
309. So far, we have been using the animations to move widgets around with x, y, or 
pos properties. However, we said animations work with any property (that supports 
arithmetic operators). For example, we could even use them to animate the rotation 
or scaling of Scatter.
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Combining animations with '+' and '&'
You have already learned that you can add several properties to the same animation 
so that they are modified together (line 69 of ammo.py).

We can combine animations by using the '+' and '&' operators. 
The '+' operator is used to create sequenced animations (one 
after another). The '&' operator lets us execute two animations 
at the same time.

The '+' operator is similar to what we do when we bind the Animation on_complete 
event to a method that creates another Animation in the Invader (line 110 of 
invader.py). The difference is that when we use the '+' operator, there is no chance 
to reset the Widget properties. In the Invader case, we relocated the Invader to the 
top-center (lines 122 and 123) of the screen before going back to the Dock.

The '&' operator is similar to sending two properties as parameters; the difference 
here is that they share neither the same duration, nor the same transition. For 
example, we could have used one transition for the x property and another for  
the y property of the Invader, instead of one for both (line 119 of invader.py),  
by joining two individual animations per property.

The following code is fragment 2 of main.py, and illustrates the use of these  
two operators:

313. # File name: main.py (Fragment 2)
314.   def end_game(self, message):
315.     label = Label(markup=True, size_hint = (.2, .1), 
316.       pos=(0,self.parent.height/2), text = message)
317.     self.add_widget(label)
318.     self.composed_animation().start(label)
319. 
320.   def composed_animation(self):
321.     animation = Animation (center=self.parent.center)
322.     animation &= Animation (font_size = 72, d=3)
323.     animation += Animation(font_size = 24,y=0,d=2)
324.     return animation
325. 
326. class InvasionApp(App):
327.   def build(self):
328.     return Invasion()
329. 
330. if __name__=="__main__":
331.   InvasionApp().run()
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The end_game method (line 314 to 318) displays a final message to indicate how the 
game ended (You Win on line 219 of fleet.py or Game Over on line 262 of shooter.
py). This method uses the composed_animation method (lines 320 to 324) to create a 
composed Animation, in which we use all the possibilities to combine animations. 
Line 321 is a simple Animation that is joined (with the '&' operator) to execute at the 
same time with another simple Animation of a different duration (line 322). In line 
323, an Animation containing two properties (font_size and y) is attached to the 
previous one with the '+' operator.

The resulting animation does the following: it takes one second to move the message 
from left to middle, while the font size increases in size. When it gets to the middle, 
the increase of the size continues for two more seconds. Once the font reaches its full 
size (72 points), the message moves to the bottom and keeps decreasing in size at the 
same time. The following is one last screenshot which shows how the invaders have 
finally taken their revenge:
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Summary
This chapter covered the whole construction process of an interactive and animated 
application. You learned how to integrate various Kivy components and you should 
now be able to comfortably build a 2D animated game.

Let's review all the new classes and components we used in this chapter:

• Atlas

• Image: source property
• SoundLoader and Sound: load and play methods respectively
• Window: height and width properties; request_keyboard, remove_widget, 

and add_widget method
• Animation: properties as parameters; d and t parameters; start, stop, and 

bind methods; on_start, on_progress, and on_complete events; and '+' 
and '&' operators

• Touch: ud attribute
• Clock: schedule_interval and schedule_once methods
• Keyboard: bind and unbind methods, on_key_down event

The information contained in this chapter delivers tools and strategies to start with 
the development of highly interactive applications. In combination with the previous 
chapters, and the provided insights into the use of properties, binding events, and 
further understanding of the Kivy language, you should be able to quickly start using 
all other components of the Kivy API (http://kivy.org/docs/api-kivy.html).

The beginning is at the end. Now it's your turn to start your own application.
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